Rare Diseases: Leaving no one behind in Universal Health Coverage

We must work together to ensure an equitable and affordable access to quality health services and medicines for everyone, especially people who are most in need, which also includes people living with rare diseases, while ensuring that they do not face financial hardship or fall back into poverty because of their catastrophic medical expenses. This is in line with our commitment in the 2030 Agenda to leave no one behind. Millions of people around the world are suffering from rare diseases, which require some of the most advanced and expensive forms of treatment and interventions. As a result, these people and their families carry very high burden in many aspects of life – physically, financially and socially.

H.E. Yitawas Srinivok, Ambassador and Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission of Thailand to the UN, Co-Facilitator for the Negotiation of the Political Declaration of the High-Level Meeting on UHC
21 February 2019

WHO’s top priority is to support countries on the path towards universal health coverage, with the aim of ensuring that all people can access the health services they need. [...] This includes access to diagnosis and treatment for people who suffer from rare diseases.

Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, WHO
28 February 2018
Executive Summary

The December 2017 UN General Assembly Resolution on Global Health and Foreign Policy sets forth two very important principles. On the one hand, it affirms the need to address the health of the most vulnerable for an inclusive society – hence acknowledging that the health of the most vulnerable is both a core component and a condition of an inclusive society. On the other hand, it spells out the importance of placing “a specific emphasis on the [...] vulnerable and marginalised segments of the population” (art. 6) at the heart of any strategy to progress towards the goal of universal health coverage.

In so doing, the Resolution furthers the spirit of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and of the UN Conventions on the Rights of the Child (1989) and on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006).

These principles matter to the highest point for the global community of people living with rare diseases, as we count amongst the most vulnerable and marginalised populations on the planet today.

Rare diseases consist of well over 6,000 conditions, often of genetic origin, which affect small to ultra-small populations of patients (typically fewer than 1 in 2,000 individuals). Most rare diseases are complex, chronic, degenerative, disabling and frequently life-threatening. They lead to serious unmet needs for the persons affected, their families and their caregivers, ranging from health and quality of life to equality, social inclusion, access to education, but also access to employment and other opportunities to give back to society and be an active member of it.

When considered as a whole, rare diseases affect an estimated 4 percent of the world’s population, thus about 300 million people worldwide at the very least – a figure on par with other major non-communicable diseases. Despite this, rare diseases are all too often neglected, to a large extent because of insufficient medical knowledge, which in turn puts a barrier to timely diagnosis, to the recognition of associated disabilities and symptoms, and to the access of affected individuals to the support they need, be it financial, educational or social. Ultimately, this effectively bars persons living with rare diseases from genuine integration into society and, consequently, from achieving the “realization [...] of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for [their] dignity and the free development of [their] personality” (art. 22 of the December 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights).
Rare diseases have until today rarely been discussed in connection with the ongoing political conversation on universal health coverage. However, we firmly believe – as the 2017 Resolution itself notes – that rare diseases fully belong in that debate, not least as the essence of the aspirations and objectives behind universal health coverage resonate immensely with the daily experience, needs and expectations of all persons living with a rare disease across the world.

We, as the global rare diseases movement borne out of civil society more than 40 years ago, are calling for rare diseases to be understood and recognised as the “missing pillar” in the current reflections on, and models of, universal health coverage.

This position paper presents our views that:

› The global rare diseases and universal health coverage movements share a profound commonality of spirit and vision, grounded in the universality principle, the emphasis on individuals receiving the right health services without hardship, the strive towards a holistic and integrated approach to health, and the focus on human rights, equity, solidarity and social justice.

› Universal health coverage shall never be fully attained nor realised if persons living with rare diseases are left behind and their needs left unmet. The major theories of social justice at the origin of the notion of universal health coverage all recognise the importance of a substantial focus
on the most vulnerable and neglected communities in society, and leave no doubt that the true benchmark of how inclusive a society is is how it addresses the health of its most vulnerable.

The objection that universal health coverage approaches should focus on the needs of the many rather than those of the few is a fallacy. Even in resource-constrained settings, it is possible and even necessary to prioritise rare diseases at the earliest stages of planning for universal health coverage.

The time to integrate rare diseases in the reflection on, and practice of, universal health coverage is now. The decision to stand up for the needs of vulnerable minority groups ultimately remains a political responsibility and a societal choice. And far from being an impossible one to make, we feel encouraged by the examples of many countries or even regions across the world that have clearly understood the structural importance of rare diseases in a universal health coverage context, and reflected it in new multi-sectorial policies and legislation to address the comprehensive needs of people living with rare diseases – in highly developed countries like in less developed nations.

Throughout the world, civil society is, and will continue to be, a leading partner to catalyse the transition of existing healthcare systems towards universal health coverage models. The global rare diseases movement is ready today to take its rightful place amongst other components of international civil society to support and accomplish that ambition. Across the world, our community has decades of medical knowledge, patient education campaigns and a wealth of other resources that are waiting to be put to good use to make universal health coverage not just a reality, but a success for all.

The global rare diseases movement looks forward to contributing to the Political Declaration on Universal Health Coverage and to sharing our experience at the 23 September 2019 UN High-Level Meeting on Universal Health Coverage in New York.

We are impatient to demonstrate our readiness to «move together to build a healthier world», one in which the more than 300 million people living with a rare disease worldwide will feel at long last more widely recognised, better supported and fully associated to one of the most inspiring endeavours of this century.

We hereby call on all partners – UN agencies, NGOs but also the Group of Friends of UHC and all other national governments – to join us in constructive exchanges to explore and advance our current proposals and, where possible, to ideate new ones together.

This common journey must begin now.
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Foreword: Firming up the Contours of Universal Health Coverage

Since 2005 and its first ever appearance in an official political statement from the United Nations\(^1\)\(^2\), the concept of universal health coverage has become "an increasingly central rallying point for global health advocacy"\(^3\). In parallel, the concept has also undergone over the years a number of evolutions and refinements – not least to limit the profusion of diverse and sometimes disconnected definitions and, in turn, to help bring greater unity to its denomination, scope and ambition\(^4\).

For the present paper, we decided to take as a central point of reference the latest definition proposed and publicised by the World Health Organisation itself, i.e.:

"Universal health coverage means that all individuals and communities receive the health services they need without suffering financial hardship.

It includes the full spectrum of essential, quality health services, from health promotion to prevention, treatment, rehabilitation, and palliative care.

Universal health coverage enables everyone to access the services that address the most important causes of disease and death, and ensures that the quality of those services is good enough to improve the health of the people who receive them.

[...] Universal health coverage is not just about health financing. It encompasses all components of the health system: health service delivery systems, the health workforce, health facilities and communications networks, health technologies, information systems, quality assurance mechanisms, and governance and legislation.

Universal health coverage is not only about ensuring a minimum package of health services, but also about ensuring a progressive expansion of coverage of health services and financial protection as more resources become available.

---

2 While we refer herein to the May 2005 World Health Assembly Resolution as a milestone political statement and a generally acknowledged starting point for the contemporary concept of universal health coverage, it is only fair to also note that the concept can actually be traced back much earlier in time. It is for instance present in germ form in paragraph 6 of the final declaration of the September 1978 International Conference on Primary Health Care in Alma-Ata, USSR, which reads: “primary health care is essential health care [...] made universally accessible to individuals and families in the community [...] at a cost that the community and country can afford”. See here: [www.who.int/publications/almaata_declaration_en.pdf]
Universal health coverage is comprised of much more than just health; taking steps towards universal health coverage means steps towards equity, development priorities, and social inclusion and cohesion. »

1. The Global Rare Diseases Movement and Universal Health Coverage

A Commonality of Spirit and Vision

Summary

The global rare diseases and universal health coverage movements share a profound commonality of spirit and vision, deeply entrenched in the guiding principles and objectives that sustain their respective aspirations, and in the direct continuity of the aspirations set out in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) and the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006). The universality principle, the emphasis on individuals receiving the right health services without hardship, the strive towards a holistic and integrated approach to health, or still the permanent focus on “more than just health” and on the human rights, equity, solidarity and social justice dimensions – all represent living bridges fostering a genuine kinship between the ideals of the global rare diseases movement and the WHO’s ambitions for universal health coverage.

The Rare Diseases Movement: A Civil Society-Driven Endeavour with Global Aspirations

Rare diseases were coined as a specific issue deserving social interest less than 35 years ago and in different parts of the world simultaneously, from the United States all the way across to Europe and Asia. In each region, representatives of what were very small patient organisations at the time came together with pioneering doctors and geneticists to begin to form a better understanding of the challenges associated with the rarity of a given disease, but also of the conditions required for a broader societal effort towards overcoming these difficulties.7

"Universal health coverage (UHC)", WHO Fact Sheet, last updated December 2018. Accessible here > www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/universal-health-coverage-(uhc)

"How It All Started: The Contribution of the NGO Community to Advancing the Causes of Rare Diseases", speech by Mr Terkel Andersen, EURORDIS-Rare Diseases Europe, at the Global Gathering for Rare Diseases in New York, 11 November 2016.


Nata Menabde, WHO, 11 November 2016

www.rarediseasesinternational.org
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Over time, the rare diseases movement structured itself more decisively – first at the national level, then at the regional level and most recently at the global level. Annual observances like Rare Disease Day\(^9\) (initiated in 2008) but also platforms like the International Rare Diseases Research Consortium\(^10\) (IRDiRC, founded 2011), Rare Diseases International\(^11\) (RDI, founded 2014) or still the NGO Committee for Rare Diseases at the United Nations\(^12\) (founded 2016) have all played a seminal role to make the voices, needs and expectations of the more than 300 million people living with a rare disease worldwide better heard and understood within the UN system but also in the broader concert of nations at large.

Along that journey and at the initiative of each of these platforms, a number of milestone declarations and political statements were adopted by the global rare diseases movement to affirm its identity, beliefs and aspirations. The Yukiwariso Declaration launched by ICORD\(^13\) in Tokyo in 2012, the Joint Declaration on “Rare Diseases: An International Public Health Priority” launched by RDI in Madrid in 2015 or still the Founding Act of the NGO Committee for Rare Diseases launched in New York in 2016 all converged to call for a more resolute and better coordinated international collaboration to address the challenges posed by rare diseases.

This trajectory towards heightened global awareness is not fundamentally different in essence from that which saw the concept of universal health coverage come (over many more years, however) to the prominence it enjoys today in international policy circles.

But the most striking similarity between the global rare disease movement and the universal health coverage one is not one of direction or journey – it is rather one of substance.

**The Rare Diseases and Universal Health Coverage Movements: Shared Ideals, Shared Goals**

In its current definition and remit, the notion of universal health coverage finds its historical source and inspiration in milestone international declarations and treaties such as the 1948 *Universal Declaration of Human Rights*\(^14\), the 1989 *UN Convention on the Rights of the Child*\(^15\) or still the 2006 *UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities*\(^16\). The provisions pertaining to health in each of these documents are not only forming the bedrock of the contemporary theory of universal health coverage – they are also of utmost and very direct relevance for the global community of people living with rare diseases as they define at the highest possible level the fundamental rights that our community can legitimately aspire to enjoy:

---

\(^9\) [www.rarediseaseday.org](http://www.rarediseaseday.org)
\(^10\) [www.irdirc.org](http://www.irdirc.org)
\(^11\) [www.rarediseasesinternational.org](http://www.rarediseasesinternational.org)
\(^12\) [www.ngocommitteerarediseases.org](http://www.ngocommitteerarediseases.org)
\(^13\) [www.icord.se](http://www.icord.se)
“Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including [...] medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of [...] sickness, disability [...] or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.”

1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 25, paragraph 1

“States Parties recognize the right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health and to facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilitation of health. States Parties shall strive to ensure that no child is deprived of his or her right of access to such health care services.”

1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, article 24, paragraph 1

“States Parties recognize that persons with disabilities have the right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health without discrimination on the basis of disability. In particular, States Parties shall [...] provide those health services needed by persons with disabilities specifically because of their disabilities, including early identification and intervention as appropriate, and services designed to minimize and prevent further disabilities, [...] prohibit discrimination against persons with disabilities in the provision of health insurance, [...] prevent discriminatory denial of health care or health services”

2006 UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, article 25 (excerpts)

Even nearer to us, a cross-comparison of the core principles at the heart of the notion of universal health coverage and of the major ideas and messages advocated in the milestone statements issued by the global rare diseases community from 2011 to 2016 reveals a striking level of similarity and alignment:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHO: Principles of Universal Health Coverage (as per the December 2018 WHO Fact Sheet)</th>
<th>ICORD: Yukiwariiso Declaration (2011-2012)(^{18})</th>
<th>RDI: Joint Declaration (2015)(^{19})</th>
<th>RDI: International Recommendations to Address Specific Needs of Undiagnosed Rare Disease Patients (2016)(^{20})</th>
<th>NGO Committee for Rare Diseases: Founding Act (2016)(^{21})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Universality:</strong></td>
<td>“... the ethical principle of justice requires that the needs of rare disease populations are specifically addressed, as they should be for any minority or underserved community...” (pg. 4)</td>
<td>“3. Support and empower patients and families to [shape] national health care provision that is appropriate to their needs”</td>
<td>“... undiagnosed rare disease patients should be recognised as a distinct population with specific unmet needs by national authorities to enable development of personalised health and social care...” (pg. 1)</td>
<td>“... no one country, no one continent alone can solve the problems posed by rare diseases...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Financial Protection:</strong></td>
<td>“… rare diseases create disparities and vulnerabilities in health status for affected populations and [governments] should put in place specific policies to address them...” (pg. 6)</td>
<td>“12. Elaborate policies based on common values (equity, solidarity and social justice) that have a positive impact on the lives of rare diseases patients”</td>
<td>“… in most countries, undiagnosed rare disease patients remain an invisible and highly vulnerable population...” (pg. 4)</td>
<td>“... late diagnoses [...] can have irreversible and life-threatening consequences; undiagnosed rare disease patients and families also face added social and daily life challenges...” (pg. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Holistic Approach to Health:</strong></td>
<td>“… the full spectrum of essential, quality health services, from health promotion to prevention, treatment, rehabilitation, and palliative care...”</td>
<td>“1. Enhance visibility of rare diseases [...] in terms of public awareness and within the healthcare system [as] a public health priority”</td>
<td>“6. Improve access to services that will facilitate informed decisions about prevention and screening [...] and improve access to accurate and timely diagnosis”</td>
<td>“… rare diseases fit within the objectives of several UN SDGs (1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10 and 17) and can significantly contribute to their achievement...”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

17 See footnote 5 above
19 download2.eurordis.org.s3.amazonaws.com/rdi/rdi_jointdeclaration_colour.pdf
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality of Care:</strong> “… ensuring that the quality of those services is good enough to improve the health of the people who receive them…”</td>
<td>“… responses such as prioritization and the need to ration resources, as reasons for lesser attention to rare diseases […] are not ethically sustainable arguments…” (pg. 5)</td>
<td>“7. Facilitate universal access to high quality healthcare and treatments for rare diseases patients […]”</td>
<td>“… to improve outcomes for the ‘not yet diagnosed’ group, both the route to, and the quality of, diagnostic tools and also access to extensive genomic data need to be improved…” (pg. 2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrated Healthcare System Thinking:</strong> “… not just about health financing. It encompasses all components of the health system: health service delivery systems, the health workforce, health facilities and communications networks, health technologies, information systems, quality assurance mechanisms, and governance and legislation…”</td>
<td>“… governments should adopt policies that aim to achieve equitable allocation of resources towards all aspects of rare diseases, incl. research, clinical care, information resources and development of treatments…” (pg. 6)</td>
<td>“1. Enhance visibility of rare diseases […] in terms of public awareness and within the healthcare system [as] a public health priority”</td>
<td>“… undiagnosed rare disease patients require the availability of a complete health and social care pathway in advance of receiving a diagnosis…” (pg. 2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamic Approach Over Time:</strong> “… not only about ensuring a minimum package of health services, but also about ensuring a progressive expansion of coverage of health services and financial protection as more resources become available…”</td>
<td>“… responses such as prioritization and the need to ration resources, as reasons for lesser attention to rare diseases […] are not ethically sustainable arguments…” (pg. 5)</td>
<td>“6. Improve access to services that will facilitate informed decisions about prevention and screening […] and improve access to accurate and timely diagnosis”</td>
<td>“… common national policies and international collaboration can address these challenges…”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>More Than Just Health:</strong> “… taking steps towards UHC means steps towards equity, development priorities, and social inclusion and cohesion…”</td>
<td>“health care and treatment for rare diseases is a human rights issue; non-discrimination, justice and equity of access to health care, all require that specific policies are…”</td>
<td>“12. Elaborate policies based on common values (equity, solidarity and social justice) that have a positive impact on the lives of rare diseases patients”</td>
<td>“… persons living with rare diseases worldwide are facing common challenges across diseases and across borders that affect all parts of their lives…”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[www.rarediseasesinternational.org](http://www.rarediseasesinternational.org) 11 / 33
Table 1: Comparing the core principles at the heart of the concept of universal health coverage with central tenets and messages from major global rare disease statements and declarations (2011-2016)

This succinct comparison highlights several areas of meaningful convergence:

- The universality principle whereby all individuals and communities should receive the health services they need is inseparable from the views upheld by the global rare diseases movement, which contends that people living with a rare disease (and even more so, undiagnosed rare disease patients) should be recognised as a distinct community with very specific needs to be met.

- The emphasis placed on receiving the right health services without hardship resonates with the general recognition that people living with a rare disease are highly vulnerable and at a greater disadvantage compared to the general population, and that they therefore need specific support underpinned by the principles of equity, solidarity and social justice to protect them from social challenges and poverty. The high level of medical complexity inherent to rare and ultra-rare diseases also goes hand in hand with a greater need to make high-quality healthcare accessible to affected individuals and their families, fully in keeping with the spirit of universal health coverage.

- All of the major statements on rare diseases listed hereabove promote a holistic and integrated approach to health, ranging comprehensively all the way from governance to system design, from resource allocation to actual care delivery, or from research to treatment. In that regard, they are well aligned with the currently accepted concept of universal health coverage and supportive of the aspiration not to reduce UHC to health financing merely.

- Above all, the understanding that universal health coverage is "more than just health" is sharply mirrored in the views advocated by the global rare diseases movement, which has repeatedly...
positioned healthcare for rare diseases as not only a health issue but even more fundamentally one of human rights, equity, solidarity and social justice.

From all this, it appears reasonable and legitimate to conclude that the core principles, messages and demands that have been at the cornerstone of the global rare diseases movement’s advocacy and action over the past half-decade bear not just a substantial degree of similarity – but, even more so, a genuine commonality – with those heralded by the universal health coverage movement and, before that, by major international declarations of rights.
2. No Universal Health Coverage Without Rare Diseases
An Ethical Imperative Anchored in the Theories of Social Justice

Summary
Universal health coverage shall never be fully attained nor realised if persons living with rare diseases are left behind and their needs are not met. The major theories of social justice that deeply underpin the concept and ambition of universal health coverage all recognise the importance of a substantial focus on the most vulnerable and neglected communities in society.

For me, the key question of universal health coverage is an ethical one. Do we want our fellow citizens to die because they are poor? Or millions of families impoverished by catastrophic health expenditures because they lack financial risk protection? Universal health coverage is a human right.

Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, 17 July 2017

Addressing the Needs of the Most Vulnerable: The Hallmark of Truly Universal Health Coverage

Although essential, it is not enough to underline the kindred spirit and shared fundamentals between the universal health coverage and rare diseases movements. The collective reflection on the place of rare diseases in the current and future debate on universal health coverage shall not be complete nor relevant if the impossibility to fully achieve universal health coverage without a strong emphasis on rare diseases is not properly understood and, in turn, acted upon by policymakers.

No country can claim to have achieved universal healthcare if it has not adequately and equitably met the needs of those with rare diseases.

Helen Clark, UNDP, 20 October 2016

---

22 “All roads lead to universal health coverage” Adhanom Ghebreyesus T, 17 July 2017. Accessible here > www.who.int/news-room/commentaries/detail/all-roads-lead-to-universal-health-coverage

This was the exact meaning of the address that Helen Clark, former Administrator of the UN Development Programme (UNDP), delivered to the 2016 ICORD Annual Conference in Cape Town, when she noted that "no country can claim to have achieved universal healthcare if it has not adequately and equitably met the needs of those with rare diseases".

That statement was naturally in line not only with the aspirations of Sustainable Development Goal no. 3, “ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages”, target 3.8 of which aims to “achieve universal health coverage, including financial risk protection, access to quality essential health-care services and access to safe, effective, quality and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all”24 but also, reaching even farther back in time, with the ambition of “achieving health for all” expressed at Alma Ata in 1978.

That statement was also echoed in the provisions of UN General Assembly Resolution 72/139 from 12 December 2017 on Global Health and Foreign Policy25, several paragraphs of which (as referenced in the following table) leave no ambiguity as to the fact that the needs of the “poor, vulnerable and marginalised segments of the population” represent a specific and crucial constituency for any effort or programme aimed at bringing universal health coverage to life.

---

24 sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg3#targets
25 “Global health and foreign policy: Addressing the health of the most vulnerable for an inclusive society” Resolution 72/139, adopted by the General Assembly on 12 December 2017. Accessible here > www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/72/139 Note that the provisions of that Resolution were already sketched as early as 2012 in UN General Assembly Resolution 67/81 (also on “Global Health and Foreign Policy”), which urged Member States to accelerate progress towards universal health coverage, and again in 2015 in UN General Assembly Resolution 70/1 “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”, which enshrined the target of achieving universal health coverage by 2030, including financial risk protection, access to quality essential healthcare services and access to safe, effective, quality and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all.
“The General Assembly [...]  

6. *Calls upon* Member States to accelerate progress towards the goal of universal health coverage, which implies that all people have equal access, without discrimination of any kind, to nationally determined sets of quality promotive, preventive, curative, rehabilitative and palliative basic health services needed and essential, safe, affordable, effective and quality medicines, while ensuring that the use of such services and medicines does not expose the users to financial hardship, with a specific emphasis on the poor, vulnerable and marginalized segments of the population; 

7. *Encourages* Member States to promote the effective, full and meaningful participation of all, in particular those who are vulnerable or in vulnerable situations, in the design, implementation and monitoring of law, policies and programmes relevant to realizing the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health and to implementing the health-related Sustainable Development Goals, including strategies for universal health coverage; 

8. *Calls upon* the international community and global health partners, as well as regional and national stakeholders, to support Member States in carrying out their primary responsibilities to accelerate the transition towards universal health coverage, and tackle social, economic and environmental determinants of health, as well as demographic challenges, including population ageing, provide social protection and adopt integrated, people-centred, community-based and gender-responsive health services based on human rights, which will help to empower those who are vulnerable or in vulnerable situations, enhance health equity and equality, end discrimination and create a more inclusive society; 

10. *Encourages* Member States to secure sustainable financing for health research and development on emerging and re-emerging diseases, neglected tropical diseases, non-communicable diseases, including cancers and mental health, and antimicrobials, promote safe, affordable, effective and quality medicines, including antimicrobials and traditional medicines, and vaccines, enhance access to health products, therapies and medical devices, and promote preventive and treatment interventions and diagnostics for all those in need, in particular for the most vulnerable; 

11. *Calls upon* Member States to promote and strengthen, as appropriate, their dialogue with other stakeholders, including civil society, academia and the private sector, in order to maximize their engagement in and contribution to the implementation of health goals and targets through an intersectoral and multi stakeholder approach [...] ; 

12. *Encourages* the development of innovative and sustainable mechanisms to ensure necessary and sustained health financing and enhance international coordination and an enabling environment at all levels to strengthen health systems, and promote universal access to quality health services, including through partnerships with civil society and the private sector [...]”
From a broader perspective still, the notion that meeting the needs of people living with rare diseases is an essential condition for achieving universal health coverage – and, simply, a moral imperative – takes its roots much more deeply into major contributions to 20th century political philosophy.

For instance, the question of the level of recognition and attention to be granted by a society or healthcare system to rare diseases finds a number of answers in the eminent theory of justice developed by John Rawls, two fundamental principles of which are that:

1. each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive total system of equal basic liberties compatible with a similar system of liberty for all;

2. social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both: (a) to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged, consistent with the just savings principle; and (b) attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity.

In a 2014 article exploring the implications of Rawls’ theory of justice on funding for orphan medicines, Hyry, Roos and Cox also concluded that “the concept of social justice outlined by Rawls shows that a distinction between the individual and society [...] is bogus”. Their analysis goes on to dispel the fallacy that a society could not rationally choose to prioritise and fund a life-saving, expensive treatment for a very rare disease, or – more broadly – that the interests of a minority of individual patients should necessarily and by default enter in conflict with the aims of public health and with the best interests of society at large.


The authors also affirm as a corollary and direct consequence of Rawls’ thinking that “those lucky not to suffer from the effects of a rare disease should not use their morally arbitrary good fortune to disadvantage those who do” and that, in a genuine Rawlsian model, everyone must have an equal right to pursue their life plans, to the extent that “the more a disease impairs a person’s capacity to pursue their goals, the more urgent it is that their health need is addressed”.

The Right Horizon for Universal Health Coverage: Breaking The Burden of Isolation and Restoring Equality for the Most Vulnerable Populations

This emphasis on the equal right of all individuals to pursue their life aspirations regardless of their condition or health status also resonates with the political discourse on social justice put forward in recent decades by Amartya Sen, and particularly with his approach centred around the concept of capability (defined as “the ability to satisfy certain elementary and crucially important functionings up to certain levels”). In The Idea of Justice (2009), Sen notes for instance that “people with physical or mental disability are not only among the most deprived human beings in the world, they are also, frequently enough, the most neglected” – a dire reality that advocacy organisations representing people living with rare diseases have long documented all over the world.

Elsewhere\textsuperscript{35}, Sen remarks how the historical neglect of that dimension in the main schools of thought in the philosophy of justice has in turn tended “to bias practical policies in the direction of inaction, [even contributing] to suppressing the sense of inadequacy that can reasonably accompany the failure to take a responsible view of the social obligation to the disabled” – even though “the tragic consequences of disability can be substantially overcome with determined societal help and imaginative intervention”.

\textbf{This last comment is important as it sets a clear path for action} – i.e. that the failure to live up to the social obligation to the most vulnerable populations is no longer acceptable, and that the lack of policy action to address the dramatic consequences of disability is no longer justifiable.

In a 2014 review on the "ethics of the social determinants of health"\textsuperscript{37}, Jennifer Prah Ruger further illustrates how health is intrinsically a central value in Sen’s approach, and how health-related capabilities (e.g. the avoidance of premature mortality) are regarded by him not only as ends in themselves from a moral standpoint – but also as instrumental in "enabling" and helping achieve all other ends (e.g. the degree to which individuals have the capability to participate actively in their work, social, and political life, to be well-educated or to be secure in their economic facilities). Ruger also notes that, taken to its fullest extent, Sen’s approach views the expansion of human capabilities (and, by extension, the expansion of the freedom of individuals to choose the life they want to live) as "the ultimate end of public policy". Nowhere is that need more acute than in the most vulnerable categories of the population whose capabilities are constrained to the extreme (as is the case for people living with rare diseases). \textbf{Therefore, it is fair to contend that any political strategy designed to apply the ambition of universality to healthcare (as is the case with universal health coverage) must in turn live up to the full implications of its mission and put at its core the needs of the most vulnerable.}

The principles set out in the theories of justice of Rawls and Sen shape a political model characterised by: an equal right of all individuals to enjoy the full extent of their social freedoms, regardless of the severity of their disability; a marked commitment and greater sense of urgency in favour of lending more support to those with the most severe impairment, rather than addressing first and foremost the most

\textsuperscript{36} www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UJoBv8A4rTi=46635
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common needs of the multitude; and even, as in the case of Sen, a view that the ultimate horizon of public policy should be to empower all individuals to enjoy their capabilities to the fullest.

Far from being unattainable ideals, these principles are being increasingly recognised and recently found one of their best and most compelling translations into actual policy at the highest level globally: the Resolution on Global Health and Foreign Policy adopted by the United Nations’ General Assembly on 12 December 2017, one major message of which could be summarised as: the true benchmark of how inclusive a society can pretend to be is how it addresses the health of its most vulnerable.  

Figure A · Official World Health Organization visual for World Health Day 2018, the theme of which was “Universal Health Coverage: Everyone, Everywhere”
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3. Rare Diseases Must Be A Priority Component of UHC Programmes
The False Challenge of Limited Resource Allocation

Summary
There is ample research and literature to underline how, even in resource-constrained settings, it is perfectly possible – and actually perfectly in scope – to prioritise rare diseases even at the earliest stages of planning for universal health coverage. This ultimately remains a political responsibility, a governance decision and a societal choice rather than a purely economic one, and the implications of this must be fully acknowledged if the transformative potential of universal health coverage is not to be undermined.

A rapid scan of the existing literature reveals a very dense body of articles and reflections written over the years that approach the question of how to implement universal health coverage chiefly under the angle of setting priorities to distribute and allocate finite resources or health services as “fairly” as possible.

This line of reasoning raises a new and no less important question: whilst one may agree to the moral or philosophical imperative of including rare diseases as a major pillar of a true universal health coverage system, is it realistic, feasible or even fair to do so in a context of often extremely constrained resources and inputs?

Norheim in 2016\(^\text{39}\) agreed for instance that, while the WHO’s aspiration to universal health coverage was “radical”, in the face of evident resource constraints, “essential health services [could not] entail all possible services but rather a comprehensive range of key services that are well-aligned with other social goals”, and thus that priority-setting was unavoidable on the path to universal health coverage. Do care and/or therapies for rare diseases fit within these “key services”?

The answer offered by Norheim is actually positive. While the author notes that the size of the population affected by a given need tends to be a contested criterion, he nevertheless concludes that all health benefits are ethically relevant and that “the ethical importance of services for rare [diseases] is captured by the three accepted criteria”, two of which are “priority to the worse-off” and “financial risk protection” both

\(^{39}\) download2.eurordis.org.s3.amazonaws.com/ngocommittee/UN%20Event%20Feb%202019/Opening%20Session/1.7_Amb%20Hoshino%20Rare%20Disease%20event%20remarks%20%28edit%2019%20Feb%29.pdf
\(^{40}\) “Ethical priority setting for universal health coverage: Challenges in deciding upon fair distribution of health services” Ole F. Norheim, BMC Medicine, 2016 14:75. Accessible here > bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12916-016-0624-4
of particular relevance in light of the abundant literature underscoring the often drastic loss of social and economic opportunities incurred by people living with rare diseases.\(^{41}\)

Persons with rare diseases are often trapped in a vicious cycle of vulnerability and poverty due to exclusion from healthcare and education systems, as well as the job market.

Persons with rare diseases and disabilities are often marginalised from the job market not only due to prejudice, stigma and discrimination, but also due to lack of accessible facilities, of flexible working hours and of adapted roles.\(^{42}\)

50% of all rare diseases affect children, who often face great difficulty to attend school due to inaccessibility of facilities and non-adapted teaching methods, but also due to prejudice, stigma and discrimination.

Persons with rare diseases remain a marginalised and invisible, yet statistically significant population of nearly 300 million individuals worldwide, suffering from discrimination in the areas of health, labour and political inclusion – all prime examples of concrete inequalities that must be addressed in the spirit of SDG 10.

The life-threatening urgency placed on persons with rare diseases to take part in research and clinical trials may also occasionally compromise their right to the privacy and due protection of their personal data and health records.\(^{43}\)

The responsibility of caring for persons with rare diseases disproportionately falls upon women, and particularly mothers as rare diseases predominantly affect young children. Their time and efforts to provide unpaid care and domestic work, as well as the burden it places on their own careers and pursuits (going as far as forcing them to abandon their employment, with very direct implications on their income, pension and future social payments as well as their economic independence overall), is often undervalued and unrecognised.\(^{44}\)

**Table 3** - A brief overview, across SDGs, of the multifaceted challenges and risks of loss of social and economic opportunities faced by people living with rare diseases. Adapted from « The “Right to Health” in Rare Diseases: A Practical Contribution to Implementing and Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals » (NGO Committee for Rare Diseases, Submission to the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, February 2018) \(^{45}\)
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The WHO itself, in its 2014 consultative report *Making fair choices on the path to universal health coverage*\(^{47}\), accepts that “when universal health coverage cannot be realised immediately, making progress fairly and equitably becomes imperative” and also remarks that both fairness and equity “bear on the critical choices on the path to that goal”. In practical terms, when it comes to covering a larger population under a nascent universal health coverage programme or strategy, the WHO recommends to country authorities to first expand coverage “for low-income groups, [...] and other groups disadvantaged in terms of service coverage, health, or both” (all populations which very often intersect with people living with rare diseases, as per footnote 24) and goes as far as noting that “an exclusive focus on cost-effectiveness [concerned solely with the total number of healthy life years] is generally found indefensible [...] there are good reasons to start with those worse off over their lifetime”. All of these elements are highly compatible with a prioritisation of rare diseases even in the earliest stages of planning for universal health coverage.

More recently still in 2018, in “Health systems implications of rare genetic conditions in low- and middle-income countries: a case study approach”\(^{48}\), Allotey and Reidpath go one step further and contend that “a resilient and responsive health system providing universal health coverage is one that is able to cope with both the commonplace conditions faced by the majority as well as rare conditions, particularly when experienced by more marginalised groups”. Building on the experience from a real-life case study – a 4-year old child suffering from Harlequin Ichtyosis in Southeast Asia – the authors shine a new and

---


different light on rare to ultra-rare diseases, seen not as a threat to the sustainability of a universal health coverage system, but rather as “an important litmus test of [its] robustness”.

To sum up, there is a growing body of literature and evidence to affirm that, even within a finite pool of resources, it is not only possible but actually pertinent and mission-critical to prioritise rare diseases upfront as part of the implementation of a universal health coverage system.

“The lack of adequate investment in research and innovation, access to diagnostic, medicines and treatments for the 6,000 conditions that are considered rare is a clear threat to the principle of leaving no one behind.”

Leslie Wade,
Office of Inter-Governmental Support and Coordination for Sustainable Development,
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DESA),
21 February 2019
4. The Time to Integrate Rare Diseases into UHC is Now
A Fundamental Political and Societal Choice, Pioneered Today Across the Globe

Summary
The choice to push for a greater integration of rare diseases into universal health coverage programmes should not be misunderstood as a purely technical or administrative type of decision – it is first and foremost a political one, that should be grounded in a vision for a more inclusive society. That political choice is not a difficult or impossible one to make, as illustrated by many national examples around the world, in developed and developing regions alike. These pioneering examples must serve as a “guiding light” for today’s and tomorrow’s policymakers and help advance the case that people living with rare diseases worldwide need and deserve to play an active role in the advent of more integrated universal health coverage models that also deliver for them.

Universal health coverage is ultimately a political choice. It is the responsibility of every country and national government to pursue it

Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, 17 July 2017

While exploring the same issue as Norheim, Allotey and others, Rumbold, Baker, Ferraz et al. took in 2017 a slightly different route, focusing rather on the perceived frontal opposition between priority-setting in healthcare systems and individuals’ right to health. They also reach the same conclusion that both notions do actually have a common grounding and can be mutually dependent and mutually reinforcing, they also raise an additional and interesting dimension by noting that, “when an acceptable interpretation of the content of the right to health under national law has been clarified, [...] finance ministers should reappraise their budgets, considering the state’s obligations under that right. The right to health, just as civil and political rights, requires resources, whether through taxation or other means. As with civil and

50 “All roads lead to universal health coverage” Adhanom Ghebreyesus T, 17 July 2017. Accessible here > www.who.int/news-room/commentaries/detail/all-roads-lead-to-universal-health-coverage
political rights, the right to health is supposed to be binding. \textit{When the status quo fails to uphold rights, changes, including judicial remedies, are needed.}"

This observation underlines an important truth. The decision to implement a universal health coverage system is not, and cannot be reduced to, a purely administrative one that would merely look at the reorganisation or redistribution of a finite pool of resources across many competing targets and objectives. \textbf{It is by essence a political responsibility, a governance decision and a societal choice}, which should dare question upfront whether the size of the existing pool of resources is adequate and commensurate to the population needs that must be satisfied.

A few years earlier in 2015, Greer and Méndez had noted exactly this, as they remarked that “\textit{there is a strong tendency to discuss universal health coverage as though it were a settled goal that only requires technical follow-up: this approach contradicts or at least underplays a large body of evidence suggesting that universal health coverage is potentially transformative and intensely political, and depends on the features of a country’s governance}”.52

Even more recently, the October 2018 Astana Declaration adopted in the wake of the Global Conference on Primary Health Care reaffirmed “\textit{the primary role and responsibility of governments at all levels in promoting and protecting the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health}”, and also that the path towards universal health coverage requires to “\textbf{make bold political choices for health across all sectors}”.53

Are such “bold political choices” impossible or particularly difficult to make? Nothing could be farther from the truth. Many such examples of successful initiatives to embed the defence of people living with rare diseases in universal health coverage programmes from the earliest stages onwards can actually be found across the globe.

\begin{quote}
\textbf{As a country that has been supporting persons with rare diseases under our universal health coverage system for more than half a century, we are grateful that the issue of rare diseases is gaining momentum as a key policy area at the United Nations.}

H.E. Toshiya Hoshino, Ambassador and Deputy Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission of Japan to the United Nations, 21 February 2019
\end{quote}

53 www.who.int/docs/default-source/primary-health/declaration/gcphc-declaration.pdf
54 download2.eurordis.org.s3.amazonaws.com/ngocommittee/UN%20Event%202019/Opening%20session/1.7%20Amb%20Hoshino%20Rare%20Disease%20event%20remarks%20%28edit%2019%20Feb%29.pdf
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Japan is widely recognised today as a true champion of, and global leader on, all matters pertaining to universal health coverage, acting most recently as a driving force for the creation within the United Nations system of the “Group of Friends of UHC” which gathers at this moment in time over 40 countries with one common goal.

As a pioneer of universal health coverage domestically, Japan has achieved remarkable positive outcomes over more than 50 years, and first and foremost one of the world’s highest levels of life expectancy and health care standards. The Japanese model is firmly grounded in the principles of universal coverage with compulsory public health insurance, of free access to mostly private medical providers, and of high-quality health care services at low costs. It stands today as one of the best illustrations yet in real life of how advanced and performing an operational universal health coverage model can be.

But it is also telling to note that Japan has also historically been at the forefront of addressing, within that universal healthcare approach, the needs of persons living with rare diseases for greater recognition and long-term support. Japan’s national “Nan-Byo” strategy centred around “intractable” and rare diseases takes its roots as far back as the 1970s, and has focused over the years on creating off the ground new solutions to improve care for Japanese citizens affected by rare diseases – ranging from the establishment of a vast network of specialised medical institutions to measures to reduce the financial burden on individuals from seeking and receiving the care they need (e.g. through reduced co-payment of medical fees or through channeling fiscal income from increases in consumption tax to support a fair social insurance benefits programme). The creation of a Japan Intractable Diseases Information Centre (JIDIC) also went a long way to augment and widen the information available about rare conditions to the general public but also to public decision-makers and healthcare professionals as well as patients and caregivers.

Initial measures and steps gave way, in 2014-15 to the enactment and implementation of a national “Intractable and Rare Diseases Act” which further consolidated and enshrined into policy the place and recognition of persons living with rare diseases in the Japanese healthcare system.
Besides Japan, the Asia-Pacific region as a whole has been making steadfast progress in recent years, as illustrated by the recent launch of a new Rare Disease Action Plan by the APEC Life Sciences Innovation Forum (LSIF)’s Rare Disease Network during the APEC CEO Summit 2018 “Harnessing Inclusive Opportunities, Embracing the Digital Future”, which gathered the Heads of State of the 21 Pacific Rim member economies, business leaders and innovative thinkers from 15 to 17 November 2018 in Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea. This new Rare Disease Action Plan aimed at providing all APEC Member States with a united framework for policy action to tackle the challenges of rare diseases by 2025, with a focus on 10 key areas including: raising public awareness of rare diseases; better use of technology to enhance the purposeful use of data in clinical decision-making; and healthcare system design to ensure that patients are diagnosed and cared for in a timely manner.

In the Philippines, the last 5 years have just seen major policy steps taken towards a stronger recognition of rare diseases – first in 2016 with the adoption of the milestone Rare Diseases Act (Republic Act 10747) and more recently still in 2018-19 with the development of a new Universal Health Coverage Act (pending signature at the time of writing), which will further consolidate specific provisions of the 2016 Rare Diseases Act.

These advances, which were strongly supported and inspired from the outset by civil society (and in particular the Philippine Society for Orphan Disorders), helped enshrine into national policy the rights of persons living with rare diseases, and namely their right to survival and full and healthy development through access to timely health information but also adequate medical care.

The new legislation provides for a comprehensive model of care (e.g. with nationwide newborn screening, the set-up of a national rare disease registry or still the definition of a special benefit package for individuals affected by rare conditions) that will foster greater integration at all stages between relevant institutional stakeholders but that will also have earmarked financing sources and channels to ensure its own sustainability over time (e.g. through either fiscal incentives or new tax/customs exemptions for all activities related to rare disease research, registry maintenance or medicine procurement).
The latest Universal Health Coverage Act being finalised for enactment in 2019 will go one step further to strengthen the 2016 Rare Diseases Act, affirm once more that no one in the country should be left behind because of any specific health condition, set up new Health Technology Assessment pathways and also expand the sources of funding available to address the needs of specific under-served communities like persons living with rare diseases. **The remarkable example of the Philippines illustrates how, even in a country where progress towards a greater recognition of rare diseases has been much more recent and emerging, a momentum has been found to firmly embed rare diseases in a universal health coverage perspective from the outset.**

This example is just one of many, across all regions of the globe. It bears many similarities for instance with the journey of our community in **Colombia**, where rare diseases have come to greater prominence in the political arena since the beginning of the 2010s with national law 1392. That seminal piece of legislation set in motion a process which saw in the following years the establishment of a more comprehensive list of rare diseases at the national level coupled with a proper country-wide census of affected people; the set-up of an information system and national registry; and most recently the definition and adoption of a national action plan setting up new reference centres but also earmarking new financial resources to support the translation of these policy advances into real change for all people living with rare diseases.56

There is also much to be learned from **small island states** all around the world – ranging from Pacific nations like **Fiji**, which has embraced universal health coverage early on and whose healthcare system looks to support the most vulnerable by achieving "a degree of vertical equity in financing, with the poor receiving a higher share of benefits from government health spending and bearing a lower share of the financing burden than wealthier groups" 57, to European ones like **Malta**, which has historically been a resolute friend of the cause of rare diseases – an issue which featured prominently for instance on the programme of the country’s Presidency of the EU in 2017.

56 For a general overview, please see “Colombia: Implementing a National Rare Disease Plan starting with National Registry”, Escobar Morales G, 21 February 2019, accessible here > download2.eurordis.org.s3.amazonaws.com/ngocommittee/UN%20Event%20Feb%202019/Session%204%20-%20national%20policies%20and%20strategies/Sessions%204.1.3%20German%20%20Escobar%20-%20Colombia.pdf The website of the Colombian Federation for Rare Diseases (Federación Colombiana de Enfermedades Raras, FECOER) also offers much insight into the past and current political panorama: www.fecoer.org/category/panorama-politico/

However, examples from many developing countries around the world also highlight the challenges remaining ahead. Achieving the promise of universal health coverage and delivering a meaningful integration of rare diseases into universal health coverage programmes requires continuity of action, sustained investment of resources, and a holistic outlook seeking to address all roadblocks or bottlenecks that may otherwise prevent a genuine transformation of healthcare systems. Commitments by governments are a great step forward, but what matters even more is how these commitments are translated into actual action and policy change with the right means and resources, and how they may thus be sustained in the long run, regardless of political instability or electoral cycles.

To summarise, the over-emphasis on limited resources as a Malthusian constraint that would de facto entail the need to operate impossible choices amongst competing health priorities must be seen for what it is – an illusion and, truth be told, a “governance default” whereby political decision-makers implicitly or explicitly decline to elevate the level of priority they give to healthcare and to allocate to that particular policy sector the resources that would be needed to properly meet the needs of their population.

All of the above examples demonstrate without doubt that any country around the world can today take decisive action to support a greater integration of rare diseases in a universal health coverage model or approach, regardless of where that country stands in terms of relative economic development or national wealth, and even more so regardless of whether or not that country has a longstanding body of laws and policies in support of the community of persons living with rare diseases. It is possible to make great progress at a rapid pace even if starting from very little. And it is also possible to prioritise rare diseases even in a context of limited national public health resources.
Once again, these examples confirm and corroborate that the choice to take action and give rare diseases the place they deserve in the conversation on universal health coverage is an eminently political one – and one that reflects the type and inclusiveness of society a government wants to put in place. It is our hope that the few regional and national case studies outlined hereabove shall serve as an inspiration and a “guiding light” for other regional platforms and national governments to follow suit and translate into concrete policy and legislative measures the high expectations and needs of the global rare disease community.

“Health systems can learn a lot from rare diseases to design systems that are fit for the future and effectively contributing to universal health coverage.”

Rüdiger Krech, WHO,
11 May 2018
Conclusion

Rare Diseases and Universal Health Coverage: A Common Journey Ahead

In the 2016 commentary article *Universal Health Coverage – The Critical Importance of Global Solidarity and Good Governance*60, WHO's Andreas A. Reis observed that "universal health coverage as a major global health goal is not only a political, but also an ethical endeavour [of which] solidarity is an important underlying concept". Leaving rare diseases outside of current and future efforts to implement universal health coverage across the globe, or not giving them the level of priority which they fully deserve within these efforts, would be not just a major oversight, but simply a moral and intellectual betrayal of the principle of solidarity which sustains the very foundations of universal health coverage as a political notion and ambition.

The words of Helen Clark in 2016, which we quoted earlier on in this paper, now take a new resonance. But no less powerful were the words of WHO Director General Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus in celebration of Rare Disease Day in February 2018 and February 2019 to reaffirm that the need to help the more than 300 million persons living with rare diseases worldwide is an essential and non-negotiable component of the spirit and of the letter of the Sustainable Development Goals and, as such, of universal health coverage too:

“

The vision of the Sustainable Development Goals is a world in which no one is left behind, including people who suffer from rare diseases. Just because a disease affects a small number of people does not make it irrelevant or less important than diseases that affect millions.

Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, WHO

28 February 2018

“

---


In the context of the major milestones coming up in 2019 – namely: the April 29 UHC Multi-Stakeholder Hearing and the High-Level Political Forum to take place both from July 9 to 18 at the ECOSOC level and then from September 24 to 25 at the General Assembly level – the global rare diseases movement is impatient to demonstrate our readiness to “move together to build a healthier world”, and one in which the more than 300 million people living with a rare disease worldwide will feel at long last better recognised and fully supported.

“We now need to make sure that, as we move towards the universal health coverage goals, and as we move towards the General Assembly’s High-Level Political Meeting in September, rare diseases are finding at last their deserved place in these conversations and in the commitments that each Head of State will make.”

Nata Menabde, WHO.
21 February 2019

We look forward to having the global rare disease community better represented for the first time at these important debates, and in that process we also look forward to the possibility of submitting our first contributions towards effective solutions that address the need of our 300 million fellow citizens throughout the world, based on the overall orientations laid out in this paper.

A formal recognition of the needs and expectations of persons living with rare diseases within the Political Declaration due to come out of the High-Level Meeting on Universal Health Coverage in September 2019 would be not only a welcome and long overdue recognition of our community, but also an immense hope as well as a unique encouragement for us to continue taking an active role in this important conversation for years to come.

We hereby call on all partners – UN agencies, national governments, other non-governmental organisations and others – to join us in constructive exchanges to explore and advance our current proposals and, where possible, to ideate new ones together. This common journey must begin now.